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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5126-James left the city, effortlessly 
dispelling the Tribulation City’s formation that had been designed to fend off 
the Extraterrestrial Demon invasions. With James 

committed to resolving the battle, the formation was no longer necessary. 

The formation disappeared completely after James dispelled it, and with its 
disappearance, a horde of monsters swarmed in from all directions. 

James stood in the void, seeing these mindless monsters approaching. With a 
wave of his hand, he summoned a potent force that instantly vaporized the 

oncoming monsters. 

He proceeded forward, emitting an extremely intimidating aura. As he moved, 

every monster in his path evaporated, reduced to ashes. 

Away from the Tribulation City, James noticed numerous Spatial Black Holes. 

Countless monsters were pouring out from these black holes continuously. 

James knew that within these Spatial Black Holes, there were numerous 
Mothers whose mission was to produce formidable monsters. 

James casually conjured mysterious inscriptions that entered these Spatial 
Black Holes. With thunderous roars, the black holes began to rupture and 

explode, disappearing into nothingness. Inside, the Mothers were instantly 
eradicated. As a result, the number of monsters dwindled. 

While advancing and eliminating monsters, James reached a remote region of 
the Tribulation City, situated on the outskirts of the Tribulation World and its 

space was chaotic. In this region, there was a city suspended within the 
chaotic space. The city walls were manned by countless soldiers clad in black 
armor 

and armed with spears. 



In the public hall of the city mansion, a man lounged in a chair with a pretty 
woman on his lap, feeding him spiritual berries. In the front, several alluring 

women danced gracefully. 

“Report!” A soldier rushed into the public hall. 

“What is it?” the man asked, still lounging lazily. 

This man was Demon Laird, a powerhouse from Emyr Island. He had led his 
forces to invade the Endlos from the Tribulation World but had been unable to 

breach its defenses. Instead, he had settled here, awaiting instructions from 
higher authorities. 

‘The Tribulation City’s formation has disappeared, and the powerhouse from 
the Endlos Plane is launching a counterattack,” the soldier reported. 

“Oh?” Demon Laird suddenly grew interested. “The Endlos Plane has 
organized a large-scale counterattack? That’s quite intriguing. After years of 
idleness, I 

finally have something to do. Send the order for everyone to prepare for 
battle.” 

“No, it’s just one living being who left the city.” 

“What?” Demon Laird was taken aback, but quickly grasped the situation and 
asked, “Is it the Emperor of Tribulation who guards the Tribulation City, 
Gurgen 

Xarelle?” 

“No, it’s not him.” 

Hearing this, Demon Laird looked puzzled and muttered, “If it’s not him, then 
who could it be?” He pushed the beauty in his lap aside, stood up, and gave 
the 

order, “Prepare for battle.” 

Afterward, he left the city mansion and appeared on the city walls. Upon 
reaching the city gates, he saw that the protective formation around the 



Tribulation City had disappeared. His expression lit up with excitement. 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5127-For many long years, he had 
been thwarted by the protective formation, never able to breach it. Now, the 
opportunity had finally arrived. The formation around the Tribulation City had 
disappeared, and his moment to shine had come. 

At this moment, he saw a man walking through the void. This man was 
dressed in black robes, emitting a potent aura that obliterated every monster 
in its path. 

“Who is this? His aura is quite strong. When did such a formidable 
powerhouse emerge in the Endlos Plane?” Sensing James’ aura, Demon 
Laird’s expression 

grew serious. 

James advanced rapidly and soon appeared outside the city. He looked at the 
numerous Extraterrestrial Demons on the city wall, observing these living 
beings 

from other planes of existence. 

At that moment, Demon Laird on the city wall shouted, “I haven’t even 
launched an attack, and you’re leaving on your own. Now that you’re here, 
don’t think 

about going back.” 

James glanced at Demon Laird and stayed composed. “Are you Demon Laird 
from Emyr Island?” 

“Yes, I am Laird Malik, also known as Demon Laird, from Emyr Island,” 
Demon Laird declared proudly. 

James surveyed the city and realized that there was no formation protecting it 
through his perception. 

“Annihilate,” he murmured, and as the word left his mouth, it seemed to carry 
a mysterious power. 



Instantly, the heavens and earth trembled, and the city in front of him 
shattered at a visible speed, causing a significant loss of life among the 
countless armies 

inside. 

“Such incredible power.” Laird’s expression changed drastically. At that 
moment, 

his body soared into the air. The moment he appeared in mid-air, the city 
below was annihilated, and countless soldiers and powerhouses within died. 

James had destroyed an entire city and Laird’s countless subordinates with 
just one word. 

Laird’s expression turned extremely grim. He exerted his full power, and his 
aura reached its peak in an instant. The aura of the later stage of the 
Sovereign 

First Rank overflowed, causing the surrounding space to become highly 
unstable. 

In the Tribulation City, Gurgen stood on the city wall. 

Sensing the aura emanating from the deepest part of the Tribulation World, he 
took a deep breath and muttered to himself, “Such a potent aura. A 
powerhouse 

from the later stage of the Sovereign First Rank is going all out. I wonder if 
James can withstand it.” 

A terrifying aura erupted from the deepest part of the Tribulation World, 
affecting countless Heavenly Tribulations within. Even the District Heavenly 
Path could 

not suppress the Heavenly Tribulations in the Tribulation World, causing 
numerous Tribulation Clouds to appear in the outside world. 

These clouds lost control and began to attack the Endlos. 

In an instant, the Endlos descended into chaos. 



“James’ battle has begun.” King Marciais from the Orstellen Sect sensed the 
chaotic power emanating from the Tribulation World and the abnormal 
Heavenly 

Tribulations appearing all over the Endlos. His expression changed slightly. 

At this moment, Thea, who presided over the Human Universe, stepped 
forward and unleashed an incredibly powerful force to stabilize the abnormal 
Heavenly 

Tribulations in all Ten Districts. She blocked the Heavenly Tribulations and 
forcefully sent them back to the Tribulation World. 

Following that, Thea, Wyot, Taran, and King Marciais joined forces to seal the 
Endlos and resist the power emanating from the Tribulation World. 

In the deepest part of the Tribulation World, Laird exerted his full power. His 
aura was as strong as that of a war god. Lightning crackled around him. This 

was the lightning tribulation he had cultivated from other planes of existence, 

and it possessed terrifying strength. 

Facing this scene, James remained composed. However, he did not 
underestimate the situation because this was a powerhouse from the later 
stage of the Sovereign First Rank. 

In an instant, he entered the sixteenth rank of the Marciais Path, and a 
mysterious flower appeared above his head. It bloomed rapidly, emanating a 
mystical power that enveloped his entire body. 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5128-The power of the Martial Path 
was pure and unadulterated, originating from the physical body, soul, 
bloodline, and the power of the deepest heart. 

James had reached this realm for several epochs, but he had never engaged 
in battle. Now, he had unleashed the supreme Martial Path Power, and he felt 
a bit 

uneasy. 

He stretched his body and felt strength coursing from head to toe. With a calm 
and confident expression on his face, he looked at Laird who was in grimed 



face, making a gesture of invitation. He calmly said, “Go ahead, show me how 
powerful a powerhouse from the outside Endlos Plane can be.” 

Laird’s face was dark and dreadful. He could not sense any Path Energy or 
fluctuations in James. ‘This brat is truly mysterious/ he thought. 

At this moment, a radiant light manifested before him, forming into a 
longsword. 

Laird grasped the longsword and initiated the first attack. In an instant, he 
appeared in front of James, thrusting the sword with lightning speed. 

James stood his ground. Just as the longsword was about to pierce him, he 
raised his hand and caught the sharp tip of the blade between his fingers. 

Despite gripping it, the power contained in the sword was terrifying. Even 
James felt the overwhelming strength, and his body was forced to retreat 
continuously. 

The void beneath and behind him collapsed. 

The Sword Energy from the sword was too formidable. James could not hold 
on any longer, so he released it just in time. A dreadful Sword Energy surged 

toward him as he let go of the blade. As though it would strike him, he 
vanished from his original position mysteriously. In the next moment, he 
reappeared 

behind Laird. 

Before Laird could react, James’ palm had landed a vicious blow on his back. 

The muscles on his back instantly ruptured, and blood gushed out. He 
retaliated with a sword strike, but James had already disappeared again. 

Laird wore a solemn expression as he tried to sense James’ aura. In that 
instant, he sensed the impending danger. 

Before he could react, his body was struck once more and sent hurtling 
through the air. The powerful impact shattered the void. 

Blood roiled within Laird’s body, and he struggled to immediately suppress the 
surging Blood Energy. He spurted out a mouthful of blood. 



Gurgen was amazed while witnessing this scene from the Tribulation City. He 
was well aware of Laird’s strength. While guarding the Tribulation City, he had 

used the city’s formation to battle Laird countless times, but he could never 
overcome him. Now, James could easily injure Laird. What’s more, it 
appeared 

that James was toying with him. 

“Is this the extent of your strength?” James appeared in the distance, standing 
in the void with his hands behind his back, exuding a calm demeanor. 

After the brief battle with Laird, James had gained a rough understanding of 
his current strength. He was in the sixteenth rank of the Marciais Path and the 

Tressencia Completare Art. This should be equivalent to the strength of the 
Sovereign Second Rank. However, it was not an absolute measure, as there 

were significant disparities in power even within the same realm. 

Laird was considered one of the weakest in the late stage of the Sovereign 
First Rank. Even if James were to confront a powerhouse of this rank from 
other 

planes who had infiltrated the Central Plane using his Tressencia Completare 
Art, victory was not guaranteed. 

Laird was injured, with blood at the corner of his mouth, and he wore a 
menacing expression. He tightly gripped the longsword, his arm’s veins 
bulging. 

The formidable power flowed into the longsword, making it tremble and emit a 
crisp sound. 

Swish! Swish! Swish! 

He forcefully swung the longsword in his hand. 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5129-Dreadful Sword Energies 
permeated the surroundings and swept through, even affecting the distant 
Tribulation Clouds. 

In the outside world, several powerhouses joined forces to set up a barrier. 



However, the waves emanating from the Tribulation World were too terrifying. 

Despite their combined efforts, they could not fully suppress it, and some 
violent forces still diffused from the Tribulation World. 

Fortunately, the diffused power was no longer very strong, and with Thea, 
Wyot, 

Taran, and King Marciais guarding the Endlos, it remained unharmed for the 
time being. 

Gurgen in the Tribulation City also sensed the dispersing battle power. At that 
moment, he took action to stabilize the Tribulation World. After his 
intervention, 

Thea and the others felt considerably less pressure. 

On the battlefield, Laird’s aura was vibrant as he launched intense attacks, 

employed various Supernatural Signature Skills, and unleashed overwhelming 
Sword Energy. 

However, none of these could harm James. 

James moved freely on the battlefield, striking at will, continuously injuring 
Laird. 

Right from the beginning of the battle, Laird had already sustained severe 
wounds. 

After James made some simple moves to release his power, he completely 
stabilized his Tressencia Completare Art. Once his realm was secured, he did 

not hold back. At that moment, James’ body vanished. 

A mysterious formation appeared as his body disappeared. On both the top 
and bottom of the formation, there were two men. One of these men was 
James’ 

past form, and the other was his future form, while his current form had 
transformed into the formation. 

The formation immediately trapped Laird. No matter how hard Laird struggled, 



he could not break free from it. 

At that moment, the past form left the top of the formation and appeared in 
front of Laird. With a strike, it slapped Laird’s head, causing it to shatter 
instantly, with cracks spreading throughout his body. Immediately afterward, a 
tremendous force exploded from within him. 

Boom! 

Laird’s physical body and even his soul were annihilated in an instant, all by a 
single blow from the past form. 

The past form returned to the formation. Shortly after, the formation 
disappeared, and James’ body reappeared on the battlefield. 

Seeing this, Gurgen was stunned. “Is it over?” He found it incredible. He had 
guarded this place for countless years, all to resist Laird. Now, James had 

effortlessly defeated him, despite Laird being a powerhouse at the late stage 
of the Sovereign First Rank. 

James’ cultivation realm was only in the Consummation Chaos Completare 
Rank. In this cross-realm battle, he had effortlessly killed his opponent. It was 

implausible. 

While Gurgen was still in shock, James had returned. “Mr. Gurgen…” James 
called out. 

Only then did Gurgen react. He looked deeply at James, then raised his 
thumb in admiration. “Amazing, you’re truly amazing. I didn’t expect you to 
reach this 

level in such a short time.” 

James just smiled faintly. It was merely a living being at the late stage of the 
Sovereign First Rank. 

In his past life, he could easily eliminate such a powerhouse. Not to mention 
the Sovereign First Rank, even a Sovereign Sixth Rank and powerhouse that 

entered the Celestial Rank would not dare to act recklessly in front of him. 



The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5130-James intervened and easily 
defeated the Extraterrestrial Demon, Laird, who had invaded the deepest part 
of the Tribulation World. This battle led to the collapse of the Tribulation 
World. 

Afterward, Gurgen took action to stabilize the collapsing world. 

“Mr. Gurgen, can you leave now?” James asked. 

Gurgen promptly withdrew his hand and responded, “In the cultivation realm, 

strength is supreme. I dare not accept the title of ‘Mr’.” 

James smiled. 

Gurgen sighed, “Guarding here for countless ages, I feel reluctant to leave.” 

James did not hurry to leave either. Together, they returned to the Tribulation 
City. 

“Gurgen, I’m going to handle the battle at the source of time in Infinity City 
next. 

However, there are still some uncertainties in the outside world. After you 
leave, 

don’t reveal yourself immediately. Instead, stay hidden to prevent any 
unforeseen circumstances,” James advised. 

He had several reincarnations of Extraterrestrial Demons by his side, and he 
was concerned about potential unrest. He needed Gurgen to observe from the 

shadows. 

“No problem,” Gurgen said. “I’ll observe from the shadows. Unless it’s 
absolutely necessary, I won’t easily reveal myself.” 

James felt reassured with Gurgen observing from the shadows. Then, the two 
of them left the Tribulation World. 

After their departure, James did not immediately reveal himself. He 
exchanged greetings with Gurgen and then left, entering the Infinity City. He 
traversed many 



Infinity Cities and finally arrived at the 108th Infinity City. 

Previously, James had no idea who was guarding this place. Now he knew it 
was the first Sect Leader of the Orstellen Sect, one of the powerhouses who 

had organized the living beings from the Endlos Plane to resist powerhouses 
from other planes. 

The 108th Infinity City was desolate and silent. When he arrived, a mysterious 
man also appeared. 

‘You’ve returned,” the man said after glancing at James. He wore a black robe 
and appeared exhausted, clearly worn out from guarding this place. 

“Mr. Gaius,” James greeted with clasped hands. “I’ve come this time to 
completely eliminate the Extraterrestrial Demon at the source of time.” 

“What’s your strength?” The man looked at James and could not discern his 
cultivation realm. 

James smiled and replied, “I’ve already dealt with the Extraterrestrial Demon 
in the deepest part of the Tribulation World.” 

Hearing this, the man looked astonished, then nodded in admiration. “You’re 
truly impressive. When I first met you, I could sense that one day we would 
fight 

side by side. I didn’t expect that day would finally come.” 

“Mr. Gaius,” James asked, “Who is the Extraterrestrial Demon at the source of 
time, and how strong is he?” 

As they spoke about the Extraterrestrial Demon at the source of time, the 
man’s expression grew solemn. After taking a deep breath, he said, “This is a 

powerhouse from another plane, a time control legendary powerhouse. When 
powerhouses from other planes invaded the Endlos, he led a group of 

powerhouses to the Endlos’ source of time, attempting to launch an attack on 
the Endlos from there.” 

He continued, “I don’t know his name, but from my battles with him, I can tell 
you that his cultivation is at least at the late stage of the Sovereign First Rank. 



Faced with such a powerhouse, I didn’t have the confidence to defeat him 
completely. That’s why I constructed the 108 Infinity Cities in the river of time, 

using them to resist him.” 

Relieved to hear that the opponent was only at the late stage of the Sovereign 
First Rank, James chuckled and said, ‘You’ve guarded this place for countless 

ages, and now, the upcoming battle falls to me.” 

“Just you?” The man looked at James with a grave expression. 

 


